Literacy
Diary writing in role as Howard Carter, a
famous archaeologist.
 Writing a non-chronological report on a
chosen area of Ancient Egyptian life.
 Creating
visitor
guide.
Who were a
the
Romans?
 Narrative
and Adventure

Understand
the termsstory
invadeplanning
and settle?

Place the Romans on a time line
and writing.

How and Why did the Romans invade Britain?
 Myths and Legends focusing on Egyptian

Who was in Britain when the Romans invaded?
Gods andWhat
Goddesses.
did the Romans leave behind?
 Instructional
writing.
Daily Life in Roman
Britain
 Artefact descriptions.
Key texts include: Ancient Egypt, Tales of Gods
and Goddesses, The Egyptian Cinderella, Miu and
the Pharaoh, Flat Stanley and the Great Egyptian
Grave Robbery.


Maths

Extra-Curricular
Place Value
Mathematical Vocabulary
Problem Solving
Addition and Subtraction
Geometry – angles
Multiplication and Division
Fractions, decimals and percentages
Statistics and Data Handling
Measure - Time
Regular practise of mental and written
methods for addition, subtraction,
multiplication and division
Times Tables














Treasures of the Tomb

Science





Identify and name main body parts, including
the function of the skeleton, major organs
and systems, e.g. the human digestive system
and the human circulatory system.
Recognise the impact of diet and lifestyle on
the way that bodies function.
To explore how we see and how light travels.

PSHE



Working together as a team.
Aiming High – making goals and having a
positive attitude.

ART / DT

PE




Play competitive games and apply basic
principles suitable for attacking and
defending.
Indoor gymnastics – developing sequences,
flexibility, strength, technique, control and
balance.






Egyptian colour chart – abstract
Constructing a Canopic jar using clay
Name cartouche - Hieroglyphics
Design, make and evaluate an Egyptian
Tomb.

Geography



Key to Music - Guitar

Locational knowledge of Egypt in relation
to the rest of the world.
Understanding deserts and the importance
of the Nile for past and present Egyptians.

RE




Who is a Muslim and what do they believe?
Food and its importance in faith – Ramadan.
In what ways is a temple/mosque important
to believers?

History
 The job of an archaeologist
 Primary and secondary sources of
information and historical enquiry skills
 Placing Ancient Egypt in time and
comparing it with other historical time
periods.
 The main events, culture and people of
the Ancient Egyptian time period

Computing



Music


Trip to be confirmed
Sewing project
Independent research – termly topic tasks
Spellings, reading and maths home tasks.






Programming and control using Turtle Logo
and Scratch
Digital Media – photography, image storage
and retrieval, image editing, creating
animations and slideshows.

